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Achiral copper clusters helically confined in self-
assembled chiral nanotubes emitting circularly
polarized phosphorescence†
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Shuang-Quan Zang *a

Integration of atomically precise clusters into chiral nanoassemblies facilitates the fabrication of functional

ordered phases with supramolecular chirality, which remains mysterious. Herein, oxygen-sensitive achiral

Cu cluster coassembled with a chiral amphiphile to afford helical nanotube, where Cu cluster was

confined within the nanotube to emit phosphorescene, and forming helical arrangement with emerged

chiroptical activities including circular dichroism (CD) and circularly polarized phosphorescence (CPP),

with a relatively large absorptive asymmetry g-factor up to 0.018. This work offers a facile and universal

protocol for designing chiroptical materials based on coinage metal clusters.

Introduction

Chirality is ubiquitous in nature and closely related to the
origin of life. Molecular chirality widely exists in chiral mole-
cules with point, axis and plane types, while ordered aggrega-
tion and spatially asymmetric packing achieve advanced chiral-
ity transferring from molecular to supramolecular scale, i.e.,
supramolecular chirality.1,2 Supramolecular chirality depend-
ing on assembly via noncovalent forces like electrostatic inter-
action, H-bonding or aromatic stacking, and those flexible and
dynamically manipulated interactions allow for convenient
chirality transfer and amplification in the hierarchical
assembly.3,4 During the process of chirality transfer especially
homochiral evolution from molecular chirality to supramole-
cular chirality, the chirality amplification phenomenon
appears in the assembled structures.5 Among the multitudi-
nous assembled structures, helical assemblies usually present
significant chirality amplification as the helical configuration
providing a chiral environment for the emitters, which domi-
nates the chiroptical properties.6,7 Moreover, enhanced exci-
tonic coupling and increased active chiral component size as
to render the helical assemblies powerful candidates for chiral-
ity amplification.8 In this regard, chemists represented by Liu
and Duan have discovered that confining achiral emitters in
helical assemblies like chiral nanotubes to realize coassembly

is an efficient way to achieve chirality emergence and
amplification.9–14 Compared with the helical assemblies, there
are more options for the achiral emitters.

Luminescent atomically precise coinage metal clusters have
drawn increasing interests due to their excellent optical pro-
perties, which make them as emerging candidates for construct-
ing chiroptical materials.15,16 Endowing luminescent coinage
metal clusters with chirality is a prerequisite for constructing
chiroptical materials, the direct strategy is synthesizing chiral
coinage metal clusters. However, only few chiral coinage metal
clusters with precise atomic structures have been obtained to
date.17–23 The enantioselective synthesis of optically pure chiral
coinage metal clusters is still a challenge, as many of them are
obtained as racemates which usually should be enantiosepa-
rated with low efficiency.24 However, achiral luminescent clus-
ters are abundant in species.15 Developing a convenient and
universal strategy to endow achiral luminescent clusters with
chiroptical properties is conductive to promote the wild appli-
cation of coinage metal clusters in chiroptical materials.
Nowadays, self-assembly is an alternative means to customizing
coinage metal clusters for advanced functional materials.25–30

To this regard, coassembling achiral luminescent clusters with
helical soft templates to achieve chirality, even supramolecular
chirality, is promising to evolve the chirality properties of
achiral clusters, which however have rarely been reported and
systematically investigated. We propose that addressing this
issue may discover a facile strategy toward chiroptical materials
based on achiral coinage metal clusters.

We have reported the chiral assembly of anionic Cu5
−

cluster with chiral amino alcohols by means of cocrystallizing,
and the chiral cocrystals achieved impressive circularly polar-
ized phosphorescence (CPP).31 Nevertheless, the intrinsic
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instability and cultivating difficulty of the cocrystals limited
the universality of the chiral cocrystal strategy based on
coinage metal clusters. To resolve this issue and develop a
facile and universal strategy to endow achiral clusters with
chiroptical activities, we carried out a subsequent research
based on the above study. By utilizing a pair of protonated
chiral glutamic acid derivatives (D/L-G+) as cations, whose
neutral molecules are well-demonstrated to form uniform
chiral nanotubes during the gelations,32 we successfully rea-
lized chiral coassembly of achiral Cu5

− cluster and chiral
gelator D/L-G+ and inducting the supramolecular chirality and
chiroptical activities of Cu5

− clusters (Scheme 1). Large absorp-
tive asymmetry factor (gabs) up to 0.018 and red CPP emission
were obtained from cogel system, in which the chiral gel
played an important role for isolating oxygen and as a helical
template. A series of experiment results indicated that the well-
ordered arrangement of Cu5

− clusters along the helically chiral
nanotubes was crucial for the large optical asymmetry.

Results and discussion

The cogel of Cu5
− cluster and chiral gelator was obtained

directly from cooling the reaction mixture of cuprous oxide, tert-
butylmercaptan and cations gelator (D/L-G+) under ammonia.
To clarify the morphologies of the gels, scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM)

were employed. As shown in Fig. 1a and c, protonated gelator
D-G+ formed the helical nanotubes, which is consistent with
the neutral gelator.13,32 After coassembling with Cu5

− clusters,
the regular P-type helical nanotube is retained (Fig. 1b). Under
TEM observations, Cu5

− clusters are well assembled along
the chiral nanotubes after cogelation (Fig. 1d and S1†).
Furthermore, TEM coupled with energy-dispersive X-ray spec-
troscopy (TEM-EDS) elemental mapping images confirmed that
Cu5

− clusters were distributed uniformly along the chiral nano-
tubes. In a strand of nanotube containing Cu5

− clusters, the
elements C, N and O from the chiral gelators are evenly distribu-
ted over the whole nanotube, while the elements Cu and S
belonging to Cu5

− clusters are mainly distributed inside the
nanotube cavity, confirming that the Cu5

− clusters are perfectly
confined within the core of nanotube (Fig. 1e–h and S2†).

As our previously reported,31 Cu5
− cluster is non-emissive

in solution as the phosphorescent emission is easily quenched
by oxygen. Under UV irradiation, the cogel displays bright red
emission in ambient conditions (Fig. 1d), with a measured
photoluminescence quantum yield (PLQY) of 10.03%, indicat-
ing the effect of gel on isolation oxygen. After extracted with
dimethyl sulphoxide (DMSO), the cogel was collapsed and a
solution contained Cu5

− clusters was obtained, and then
bubbled with nitrogen to isolate oxygen for the following
experiments. To evaluate the influence of coassembly on the
PL emission behaviour of Cu5

− cluster, the emission spectra of
Cu5

− cluster in solution and cogel states were collected. As

Scheme 1 Illustration of the coassembly of achiral Cu5
− cluster and chiral gelator. Upon the excitation of UV-light, CPP could be obtained from the

cogel.

Fig. 1 SEM images of (a) D-G+ gel and (b) D-G+/Cu5
− cogel. Inset of b: P-type helical nanotube of D-G+/Cu5

− cogel. TEM images of (c) D-G+ gel
and (d) D-G+/Cu5

− cogel. Inset of c: Molecular formula of the gelator D-G+. Inset of d: Photo images of D-G+/Cu5
− cogel under day light (left) and

UV irradiation (right). (e) HAADF-TEM image and (f–h) Cu, C and S elemental mapping of a strand of nanotube containing Cu5
− clusters.
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shown in Fig. S3,† the cogel exhibited similar spectrum com-
pared with the Cu5

− cluster in solution, implying the red emis-
sion of Cu5

− cluster in cogel was retained. Moreover, the
photoluminescence lifetimes of Cu5

− cluster in solution and
cogel states were investigated, and the microsecond lifetimes
suggest the inherent phosphorescence. The lifetime of cogel is
slightly longer than that of Cu5

− cluster in solution (Fig. S4†),
indicating the nonradiative decay of cluster was suppressed
after coassembling. In addition, the identical wavelengths of
electronic absorbance peaks between the Cu5

− solution
(Fig. S5†) and the reported Cu5 clusters,

31 as well as the identi-
cal signals in electrospray ionization mass (ESI-MS) spectrum
of the Cu5

− solution demonstrate the structural stability of the
Cu5

− cluster during the coassembling process (Fig. S6†). It
should be noted that the regular morphologies observed by
TEM and SEM, and the emission spectrum further verified
that the Cu5

− clusters perfectly dispersed in the cogel without
phase separation or individual aggregation.

Coassembly could dramatically improve the chiroptical pro-
perties compared with the individual building units. The
chiral gelators D/L-G+ show specific Cotton effect at 210 nm,
while the Cu5

− cluster is CD-silent in solution (Fig. S7†). After
coassembling, the cogel shows a new Cotton effect at 310 nm,
which is assigned to the absorption of Cu5

− cluster, indicating
the chirality transfer from the chiral gelator to Cu5

− cluster.
The fine mirror CD spectra of cogel, as well as the impressive
gabs value up to 0.018 for D-G+/Cu5

− cogel, are attributed to the
fact that asymmetric packing orientation of Cu5

− cluster is
greatly enhanced by being confined in the chiral nanotubes
(Fig. 2a and b). The gabs value of the cogel is rather higher
than that of chiral coassembled cocrystal31 which is at the
magnitude of 10−3 and larger than most of the chiral metal
nanoclusters,33 demonstrating that the supramolecular chiral-
ity induced by coassembly is beneficial to amplification of

chiroptical asymmetry. The authenticity of the CD spectra
obtained from the cogel systems could be confirmed by the
linear dichroism (LD) measurement. The negligible linear
dichroism compared with the CD spectrum of L-G+/Cu5

− cogel
indicates that artefacts during the CD measurements can be
excluded (Fig. S8†). Moreover, we also observed the mirror CPL
spectra of the cogel with the glum value about 10−3, comparing
Cu5

− cluster is CPP-silent (Fig. 2c, S9 and S10†). Inspired by
this result and combining with the feature of the chiral gel,
the supramolecular chiroptical switch of the cogel upon temp-
erature was carried out. When the temperature was elevated to
80 °C, the cogel melted and the chirality transfer from chiral
gelator to Cu5

− cluster was blocked, leading to CPP silence.
After cooling down to room temperature of 20 °C, the cogel
regenerated and presented active CPP again. The chiroptical
switch can be reversible for 5 cycles (Fig. 2d).

To investigate the mechanism of chiral induction in cogel,
CPL spectrum of disassembled mixture of Cu5

− cluster and
chiral gelator L-G+ in chlorobenzene solution was tested. No
obvious CPP signal was detected (Fig. S11†), indicating that
the chirality transfer from the chiral gelator to Cu5

− cluster is
almost impossible in disassembled condition. As a compari-
son, a shorter chiral analogue named D-12G+ was synthesized
according to the literature.9 After coassembling with Cu5

− clus-
ters, an incompact gel phase was formed following the same
cogelation process of D-G+/Cu5

− cogel. Interestingly, only one
weak Cotton effect at 231 nm was observed while no obvious
signal was found at absorption region of Cu5

− clusters
(Fig. S12†), indicating that the chirality transfer from chiral
D-12G+ to Cu5

− clusters was inhibited. Unlike the helical nano-
tubular morphology of the D-G+/Cu5

− cogel, D-12G+/Cu5
− cogel

displayed lamellar structure without supramolecular chirality
leading to loss of chiral induction (Fig. S13†). Compared with
the CD-silent Cu5

− cluster and weak Cotton effect of the chiral
gelator at 210 nm, the cogel shows strong Cotton effect at the
absorption area of Cu5

− cluster (Fig. S7†), implying the chiral-
ity from the gelator transferring to Cu5

− cluster during the
coassembled process. The distribution of Cu5

− clusters in the
chiral nanotubes was observed under TEM investigation. Some
places are filled tightly (like in Fig. 1d, e and S1†), while some
are incompactly spread like in Fig. 3. To our delight, the Cu5

−

clusters were observed helically distributed along the nanotube
in some places (Fig. 3). Helical nanoparticle superstructures
directed by chiral templates have been investigated a lot,34 yet
helical cluster structures are very rare especially supported by
chiral templates. According to the literature,32 the formation
mechanism of the nanotubular templates can be illustrated as
shown in Fig. 3f. In ethanol solution, the nonpolar tail groups
tend to form hydrophobic interactions with each other leading
to the polar head groups to be outside to self-assemble into
bilayers, and then to form intermediate plates to roll up into
helical nanotubes due to chiral nature. The main driving
forces are H-bond interactions among the head groups and
hydrophobic interactions between the tail groups. The helical
supramolecular structures formed spontaneously by chiral
gelators can be reasonably considered to serve as templates for

Fig. 2 (a) CD spectra of Cu5
− clusters and gelators cogels. (b) gabs

values of the Cu5
− clusters and gelators cogels. (c) CPL emission spectra

of Cu5
− clusters and gelators cogels. (d) glum values of the Cu5

− clusters
and gelators cogels at 20 °C and 80 °C.
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the helical cluster assemblies. The binding between the clus-
ters and the helical nanotubes realized from the anionic Cu5

−

clusters and the protonated gelators, integrates with the con-
fined effect of the nanotubes leading to the helical arrange-
ment of the Cu5

− clusters inside the nanotubes. It is noted
that different helical morphologies of the Cu5

− clusters are
caused by different helical pitches, which depend on the
rolling degree of the helical nanotubes. Therefore, the asym-
metric arrangement of the clusters was along the growing
direction of chiral nanotubes reflecting supramolecular chiral-
ity, which might be the primary reason for the induced chirop-
tical activities of the cogel system.

Conclusions

In conclusion, the supramolecular chirality and chiroptical pro-
perties of the achiral Cu5

− cluster were successfully induced
through helically confinined in the chiral gel, and the red phos-

phorescent emission of Cu5
− cluster was lightened for the iso-

lating oxygen of cogel. The Cu5
− clusters were distributed along

the assembled chiral nanotubes during the process of cogela-
tion, achieving large Cotton effects with gabs up to 0.018 and
CPP emission. The asymmetric arrangement of the clusters
along the chiral nanotubes plays an important role for the
induced chiroptical activities. This work provides a facile and
efficient approach for fabricating chiroptical assembled nano-
materials based on achiral coinage metal clusters which will be
vigorously promoted for the application in constructing chiral
functional materials. We further adopt this chiral assembled
strategy on other coinage metal clusters for chirality generation
and amplification. The universality of the strategy is proved and
the relevant results will be displayed in the follow-up studies.
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